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The book concludes with an appreciation of
the use of gesture in conversation, in oratory
and on the stage, a final chapter being devoted
to a consideration of gesture as the precursor of
speech. The author argues that this idea can
hardly be believed, but that more probably both
gesture and speech have developed side by side
as close members of the same family with gesture
as the elder brother.

All who are interested in the subject of speech,
especially those whose work or hobbies have
given them a neurological or evolutionary bent,
can be sure of enjoying this book.

VADE MECUM OF MEDICAL
TREATMENT.

By W. GORDON SEARS, M.D., M.R.C.P. Second
Edition. Edward Arnold & Co. London. 1939.
Price 10s. 6d.
That a second edition of this little handbook

should have been required in two years is but
a fair reflection of its practical value. For Dr.
Gordon Sears' "Vade Mecum of Medical Treat-
ment"' is a genuinely good book. The produc-
tion of a tabloid account of any aspect of modemrn
medicine constitutes one of the most difficult
tasks for any writer. To attain a readable and

useful standard, the text has to be brief, simple
and to the point without degenerating into
schoolboy English; the manner of presentation
has to allow a careful proportionate distribution
comprehensive in the diseases of everyday, yet
not omitting attention to the curiosities; and the
matter must be precise without being dogmatic,
concise without being crowded, complete without
being elaborate.

Dr. Gordon Sears fulfils these requirements.
Admittedly he describes methods of treatment in
many instances indicative of his personal opinion,
but he seldom fails to mention that other lines of
therapeutic approach are recognised. Moreover
his own views would meet with a very general
measure of agreement. The addition here and
there of short notes on differential diagnosis is
a decided advantage, just as are the comprehen-
sive list of tables appended, comprehensive
enough to range from percentage solutions to the
levulose tolerance test.
Many of the problems that beset the ardent

but hesitant young house-physician or the
struggling general practitioner will find answers
in these pages, for example, the treatments of
special department work, skin diseases or eye
troubles.
Within the imposed limits of its intention Dr.

Gordon Sears' "Vade Mecum of Medical Treat-
ment" can certainly be commended; that he con-
strues his scope generously is all to the good.
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113-125 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone: GERRARD 5660 (16 lines)

EXAMINING BOARD IN ENGLAND
BY THE

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON
AND THE

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
Notice is hereby given that the following Examinations
will commence on the dates stated below :-

Diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
MONDAY, JULY 22nd.

Diploma in Ophthalmic Medicine and
Surgery

MONDAY, JULY 8th.

Diploma in Medical Radiology
MONDAY, JULY 15th.

Candidates who have fulfilled the necessary conditions,
and who desire to present themselves for Examination,
must give notice in writing to the Secretary, Examination
Hall, .8-1 1, Queen Square, London, W.C.I, at least
twenty-one days before the date of the Examination,
transmitting at the same time such certificates as may be
required by the Regulations of the Board.

HORACE H. REW, Secretary.
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